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Seismic refraction study of the Raft River 
geothermal area, Idaho 
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The Raft River geolhermal system in southeastern Idaho is a convective hot water system, presentli 
developed to demonstTate the production of electricity from low-temperature (= 150° C) water. [nterp; 
of seismic refraction recordings in the area yielded compressional velocities from near the surface 
crystalline basement at a maximum depth of approximately 1600 m. The results show a complex seque( 
sediments and volcanic flows overlying basemcnt. Velocities in the sedimentary section vary laterally,:t 
lation with well data suggests that zones of higher velocities may correspond to zones where sedimenl 
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hydrothermally altered. Flowing hot wells occur near the boundary between inferred shallow altered 
altered rocks. The basement surface does not appear to be displaced by large faults, although there if" 
surface evidence of faulting. The decp circulation of hot water nccessary for a convective system n , 
through many small faults and fractures. Fracturing is suggested on the basis of lateral velocity varl: 
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with in the basement complex. 

about 140 01 thick immediately overlying ba 
and lesser amounts from fracture zones wit" 
basement. 

The scismic rcfraction inlerpretations do not 
large basemcnt faults within the valley. Ho 
50-01 or smaller vertical displacements of thc' 
ment surface might not have been detected.. 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1973, the U. S. Geological Survey undertook a 
multidisciplined (hydrologic. geologic, geophysical) 
exploration study of the Raft River geothcrmal area 
in southeastern Idaho (Williams et ai, 1976). This 
geothermal system is a low-temperature, convective, 
hot-water system (White et ai, 1971) charged by 'J 

® 
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other hand, the interpretations do reveal mantimeteoric water probably derived from nearby moun
tains. Circulation probably proceeds down to 3-5 logic changes in thc form of lateral velocity varil ~' 

ation of seismic spreads, exploration wells, and flowing hot wells in the Raft River geothermal area. 
km along major faults bounding the Raft River from ncar-surface depths down into the ba )teads with complete reverse coverage of the basement horizon are shown with heavy lines, 
Valley, and then upward into a large aquifer through This paper will attempt to reconcile the ~I ih' ~ 
fractures (Williams et ai, 1976). refraction interpretations wilh the drill findings h ~: 

This seismic survey was part of the overall explora of the known geology and then extend these,," 

tion efforts, which were culminated by the drilling of throughout the survey area. 

five intennediate depth (1M) core holes between '~l'Lake fomlation, overlain by a layer, up to
GEOLOGIC SETTING zone and the southward projection of the Bridge fault. 

41 and 434 m deep. The locations of these holes were r~, lundred meters thick, of Pleistocene age 
This location is also within 1.5 km of the two shallow 

selected to best test the working hypotheses and con The Raft River geothermal area (Figure-:~ . dimenls named the Raft fomlation, and 
wells in the valley which produce boiling water

clusions of the various studies. wilhin the Ran River Valley, a n0l1h-trl alluvium. (Figure I).
 
Three deep wells, Raft River Geothennal Explora Cenozoic dcpression bounded on three sid ,g'in the vaHey occurred as late as several
 

tion (RR) I, 2, and 3 have been drilled in the area for mountains. Volcanic activity in the area is evid! ',thousand years ago, detcmlincd from dis THE SURVEY 
the Energy Research and Development Administra in the Jim Sage MOllntains, west of thc valley,;; "'IS' within the alluvial fans. One of these 

Seismograms from 25 seismic refraction spreads, 
tion, now the Department of Energy. All three wells consist principally of uplifted and defomled,~ lned the Bridge fault, is shown in Figure I, 

each approximately 2760 m long, were recorded
intersected crystalline basement rocks at depths bedded Miocene and Plioccne rhyolite flows' '~ River cuts through the southern end of the 

in analog fonn. Spreads consisted of 24 single
between 1395(RR I)and 161O(RR3)m. Flow tests tuffaceous sediments of the Salt Lake fonn l,Mounlains in a geologically complex place 

seismometer stations. Recordings were made with
(Mabey et ai, 1978) have revealed that largc quantities The sedimcnts underlying the valley arc prinei' ·at.Narrows (Figure I). Geologic and geo

fixcd amplifier gain which was t:alibrated periodically 
of hot watcr (149°C) can be produced from an aquifcr tuffaceous sandstones, siltstones, and conglo vidence (Mabey ct aI, 1978) suggests that a by oscillator recordings, 

re, possibly a basement shcar, trends into Manuscripl received by the Editor July 18, 1978. Most spreal.ls were recorded with from 7 to II
s from the northeast. RR I was drilled• U. S. Geological Survey, M.S. 964, Box 25046, Denver Federal Cenler, Dellver, CO 8022S. in-line shotpoinls, both internal and offset to the

OOI6-8033/79/0201-S03.00. © 1979 Society of Explormion Geophy,ici'h. All righls reserved. ction point of this inferred Narrows 
spreads. The purpose of the numerous shotpoints
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FIG. 2. Velocity section A-A' interpreted from spreads along the Raft River. Velocities are in m/sec. Vertic, 
exaggeration is 1.3 times. Location of A-A' is shown in Figure 3. ~' 

was to obtain complete reversed coverage of as many 
refracting horizons as possible. 

During the early stages of the survey, maximum 
in-line offset distance was only one spread length, 
This provided subsurface coverage to depths of 
roughly 1000 m, During the later stages, offsels were 
increased up to three spread lengths (8280 m). This 
procedure provided complete reversed coverage of 
the basement surface at a maximum depth of about 
1600 m. In addition, close-in shots were continued 

for shallower coverage. 
Shots consisted of from 5 to 100 Ibs of dynamite at 

depths between 3 and 4 In. Shot holes were either 
drilled with a power auger or dug by back·hoe, 
Multiple shot holes were used for the larger charges 

to prevent surface cratering. 
Spread locations and their identilication numbers 

are given in Figure I, The spreads for which complete 
reversed basement coverage was obtained are shown 
by heavier lines. 

Seismogram quality was generally good. and first 
arrivals could be read with confidence. Record quality 

tended to deteriorate in some of the areas underlaii 
by volcanic rocks. 

INTERPRETATION METHODS AND
 
PRESENTATION
 

Interpretations were made using interactive COl'!! 

puter programs written by the author. These progr' 
calculate the subsurface as discrete layers wh 
velocity can vary both vertically and horizontaU 
Methods and algorithms used are principally adapt' 
tions of both ray-tracing techniques (Slotnick, 19 
and, where complete reversed coverage on a givl, 
layer is available. wavefront methods (Thomburgti, 
1930; Rockwell. 1967; Schenck, 1967). [n the e 
of complete reversed coverage, computer ou 
consists not only of depths at selected intervals 
neath the spreads but also lateral velocity variati,' 
for the layer being determined. By calculating 
depth and velocity changes simultaneously, model 
can be determined which satisfy the data to wit 
their limits of accuracy. In this work, basement depl. 
and the depth to a rhyolite flow predicted from 

~ismic data agree with later drilling results to within 
ye percent. 
(The wealth of recorded data resulted in some 
, undancy which was helpfUl in providing internal 

ks on refraction data accuracy and compulations. 
[talso pennitted calculation of more detailed models 

, is usual for spreads recorded from only two or 
shot locations, 

~The interpretations are presented as velocity cross
:Clions in Figures 2,4,5, and 6. It should be kept in 

",ind lhat the tme geologic section is quite complex 
certainly not layered with precisely deli ned 

,ndaries as shown. Velocities may vary gradually 
~th vertically and horizontally, The depth to which 

:raI velocity changes extend usually cannot be 
iennined from refraction data. Therefore, the 
rtical jagged lines representing lateral velocity 

,_Ianges, in many cases, are left "hanging". Never
'beless, the cross-sections shown are thought to be 
('good representation of a quite complex velocity 
:'stribution. 
:Basement velocities exceed 5400 m/ sec. The 
':Iocity cross-sections show the basement, in places, 

,Ilmpartmented into discrete zolles of constant ve
'~ity. Once again, the lateral extent of these zones 
l'oot rigorously defined. and the velocity ih any 
"!de may vary, The values shown were actually ob· 
iDed by time-averaging numerous incremental 
~Iocities obtained from the computer process. In 
lIaces, the basement is shown as a dashed line. 
i!>',,, 

;ed lines are used wherever velocity information 
ufficient to make a unique interpretation. 

INTERPRETAnONS 

'!'he seismic velocity cross-sections reveal a base· 
mt of varying velocity with an overlying sequelice 

""iedimel1ts and volcanic flows having a complex 
Jocity distribution. An important contributing factor 
~this complexity may be the effects of hydro
elma1 fluids' having interacted with the sediments. 
'~liminary examination of the cores from the inter
,!diate depth holes (H. Covington, USGS, oral 
"I,lunUhication) indicates that some show such inter
~on through the emplacement of pyrite and other 
'I~des, fracture filling by secondary calcites. re
~menl of primary calcite by silica, a green colora
'tor some mudstones and claystones due to clay 
iera1 alteration, and the possible emplacement of 

jite and muscovite. 
t1.e ihterpreted velocity section (A-A' l, obtained 
""I'spreads located from The Narrows, northeast 

lei to the Raft River Valley is showh in Figure 2. 
~Iocatioll of A·A' is given in Figure 3. The 

spreads used in compiling this section are numbers 
17, 18,21,22, and 23 of Figure I. 

The line of section A-A' passes near two or the 
intennediate depth holes (1M 3 and 4) and two of the 
deep exploration wells (RR I and 2). These well 
locations and their depths, projected onto the line of 
the section, are shown as vertical bars in Figure 2. 
The depth at which the wells penetrated basement is 
shown by the change in shading of the bars. 

The lower righi-hand (northeast) edge of velocity 
section A·A' (Figure 2) is representative of much of 
the sedimentary section within the study area. This 
type section has near-surface velocities of about 
1.8 km/ sec which gradually increase with depth, 
reaching values of about 3.0 km/sec at depths 
of roughly 900 m. For a basin filled with clastic 
sediments, this type of velocity function indicates 
unconsolidated or very weakly consolidated ncar
surface beds which gradually become indurated with 
depth. A velocity of 3.0 km/sec represents a well 
indurated though possibly porous rock (Watkins el ai, 
1972; Lindseth, 1976). The portion of the study area 
for which the interpretations reveal this type of sedi· 
mentary section will be called "type section I" 
(Figure 3). 

Moving left (southwestward) on section A-A', 
the velocity distribution suggests that the sediments 
become denser and less porous. Near-surface ve
locities, for instance, change laterally from about 
1.8 to 2.6 km/ sec over a distance of just a few kilo
meters. Much of this change is seen to occur in a 
transition zone roughly 1.5 km wide. This transition 
has similarly been noted in the interpretations of 
other spreads and the zone in which it occurs will be 
called "type section T" (Figure 3). 

The portion of section A-A' betWeen lype section T 
and The Narrows has near-surface velocities between 
2.5 and 3.0 km/sec, which gradually increase with 
depth until either basement or a 4.2·km/sec layer 
identified as rhyolite is encountered. This type of 
velocity distribution has been similarly interpreted 
for other spreads and the included area has been 
designated as "type section II" (Figure 3). A fourth 
area, extending northwestward toward the Jim Sage 
Mountains, and having a somewhat similar velocity 
distribution has been designated as "type section 
IIA" (Figure 3). This type sectiOn will be discussed 
later. 

Rapid lateral velocity changes of the magnitude 
shown in Figure 2 nonnally do not occur in inter· 
montane basins (Eaton and Watkins, 1967; R. H. 
Godson, USGS, oral communciationl. Thus, facies 
change due to sorting, though possibly a contributing 
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section T (Figure 3). The Ran formation pene
ited by these holes is unaltered, 1M2 bollomed in 

o 1 2 
L ._~ l ! , 

FIG. 3. Map showing locations of VI sections A-A'. B-B', C-C' , and 0-0', the houndaries of typ1r 
sections I, T, II and IIA, the exploratil flowing hot wells. the Bridge fault zone, and the inferred Narrow 
zone and Bouguer gravity anomaly "s (Mabey et· ai, 1978). :.. 

factor, can hardly be the major cause~se lateral 
velocity variations. Instead, they ffiI due to a 
lateral change in the degree of inJn of the 
materials comprising the basin. S possible 
causes have been considered, such a~ basement 
structures having displaced upward indurated 
beds, or the presence of shallow lava IHowever, 
the drilling and seismic results shridence of 
neither. There is evidence suggestinJlTlajor low 
angle gravity faults have displaced leks over
lying basement (Mabey et aI, 1978) I!thermore 
that these rocks are highly deforKeys and 

Sullivan, 1979). Unfol1unately, the effect of thi, 
possible faulting and deformation on the distributi' 
of velocities of the basin till cannot be assessed frol 
the present data. ;, 

On the other hand, comparing the intennedi 
depth drilling results with the seismic interpretati' ' 
suggests that the observed lateral velocity chan, 
may be due in large part to the action of hydrotherml 
fluids having indurated and altered the sedimenl 
within the convective system. \1 

Intermediate depth core holes, 1M I and 2, Wei 

drilled near the boundary between type section I an 
't 

" : Raft fomlation al 232 m depth, IM I penetrated 
~e Salt Lake formation at 267 m depth and bOllomed 
'n this formation at 336 m, Thc Salt Lake formalion 
howed some evidence of alteration. 
XIM 3 was drilled 10 a depth of 434 m in type 
iection II. at a location where near-sllrface velocities 

approximately 2.5 km/sec (Figure 2). The cOl'es 
vealed extensive hydrothermal alleralion in hoth the 

,aft and Sail Lake fonnations in the fOlln of ahundant 
'~yrite 'Illd hiotilc. silica- and calcite-cementcd frae
_~~s, and green claystone. FLlllhermore. 90°C waleI' 
",as encountered ncar the holtom of the hole and 
:.Umerous small high-angle faults arc present. 
',Assuming that the rocks encountered in 1M I, 2. 

3 arc representative of Ihe type velocity sections 
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in which they occur suggests that the shallower sedi
ments in type section I arc generally unaltered, and 
Ihat the amount of alteration increases in type section 
T and is most intense in type section II. 

There arc two types of evidence suggesling thai 
Ihe sediments comprising type section II arc quite 
heterogeneous. First, Ihe near-suli'ace interprelalions 
have rcvealed several zones roughly 200 m dCl'p 
whose velocity is only ahout 1.8 km/ sec. One of 
Ihese is shown in Figure 2 ncar 1M 3. Others WTrc 
detected heneath spreads 15 and 18 (Figure I). Addi
lional zones of low-velocity material, apparently 
imbedded within higher velocity rocks, were also 
located within lype section IIA (Figure 5). Secondly. 
deeper within type section II. heterogeneity is implied 
by the rapid allenuation of first arrivals in places. (A 
systematic study of altenuations was nol made.) Large 
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layer. A representative velocity for this sedion cal: 
attenuation coefficienls for seismic waves within other 

culated from the sonic log is hetwccn 5.H and 5.9 
geothermal areas have heen measured previously by 

km/sec. This agrecs approximately with the 5.7 krn/,
Hill (1976) and Hochstein and Hunt (1970). Rapid 

sec calculated ncar that 10"ltion from the seismic data.;
allenuation of refracted seismic arrivals is commonly 

This single point provided the only check of the: 
due either to thin high-velocity heds imhedded in 

basement velocity calculations. RR I and 3 di~. 
lower-velocity strata, st'<lttering caused by numerous 

not penetrate sufficient basement to allow a simil
random rellecting surfaces, lateral change in rock 

comparison.properties, or a lortuous travel path for refracted initial 
The calculation of lateral velocity variations within" 

arrivals. It is suggesled thai a nonuniform alteration 
basement hinges on the correct calculation of rayl 

process more or less randomly al fecting dillerent 
paths of head waves emerging from basement. Be;

/Ones within the subsurface could be an important 
cause of the complexity of the overlying section, i~ 

factor contrihuting to the heterogeneity noted above. 
is doubtful that ray-tracing computations are entirel 

The soulhwest end of section A-A' (Figure 2) is 
accurate. Therefore, hasement velocities are noll 

in The Narrows where the Raft River cuts through 
given on pOltions of the velocity sections where thi 

the rhyolite !lows of the Jim Sage Mountains. Within overlying velocity distrihution is in serious doubt 
The Narrows, the interpretations show the rhyolite such as heneath the rhyolite on section A-A', a 
as a very irregular layer, of 4.2 km/sec velocity, near some large lateral velocity changes on sections: 
close to Ihe surface in places and several hundred 

B-B' and C-C' in Figures 4 and 5.j
melers deep in others (Figure 2). Northeast of The A laterally varying basement velocity impli
Narrows, the rhyolite fonns a rather steeply dipping 

some degree of heterogeneity of the basement roc 
layer projeding out into the valley. 1M 4 was drilled 

themselves. The velocity of crystalline rocks 
at Ihe moulh of The Narrows ncar the line of section 

governed to a large extent hy the amount of fracturiri' 
A-A'. This hole bottomed in rhyolite at41 m depth. 

and the manner and extent to which these fractu 
Seismic interpretations of the basement horizon 

arc e1osed. The zones of lower basement veloci 
along section A-A' show i\ to be a slightly undulating 

may represent fractured zones, allowing deep eire 
layer dipping to the northeasl, with velocities which 

lation of water. necessary for a convective sy 
vary between 5.5 and 6.5 km/sec. The high-velocity zones arc relatively impermea 

The three (leeI' exploration wells, RR I, 2, and 3 
The left-hand (northem) half of velocity sect' 

were cach drilled into or very near the edge of type 
13-13' (spreads 24 and 25) and all of section C

seclion T. RR I and 2 arc about 370 m north of 
(spreads 1,2, II, and 16). located in Figure 3, lie

sedion A-A'. They encountered C1ystalline hasement 
fan gravels cast of the Jim Sage Mountains. B 

(mostly quartz monzonite) at depths of 1395 and 
sections eross the Bridge fault wne, defined on t;.

1420 Ill, respeclively. Projected onto Ihe line of the 
basis of geologic mapping of surficial depos

seclion, these depths arc about 70 m shallower than 
(Williams et ai, 1976) and gravity interpretatiol

caleulated from the seismic data. RR 3, drilled 
(Mahey et al. 197H). Section B-S' (Figure 4) cross"

aboul 3HO m north of spread 22. encountered hase
the southern terminus of the fault zone where gravir

ment at a depth of 1610 Ill, about 40 m deeper than 
interpretations suggest a widening of the zone wil 

calculated at the poinl projected onto spread 22. 
displacements distributed between a series of faul~

The basemenl depths shown on section A-A' arc 
At this loc"tion the seismic data interpretations sIlO 

prohably reliable where basement is not shown to be 
a steeply dipping basement horizon with velocit; 

overlain by Ihe 4.2 km/ sec rhyolite layer. Where 
which vary between 5.6 and 6.5 km/sec. A series: 

rhyolite occurs the calculated hasement depth depends small faults distributed across this zone would 'c,
on the Ihiekness assumed for Ihe rhyol ill'. Therefore, 

be inconsistent with the seismic interpretations.• 
basement depth was caleulated using two extremes; Section C-C' (Figure 5) crosses the Bridge fal 
one, assuming that the 4.2-km/sec "lyer continues un 70ne slightly nOlth of ils inferred intersection . 
interrupted 10 hasement; and two, assuming that the The Narrows lOne (I:i~nre 3). Seismic data inte 
rhyolite is very thin and is underlain by 3.2 km/see tat ions of thc basemcnt horilOn here are based 
sediments. In case one, basement would be ncar sea ullre'erscd and partially reversed profi les obtai 
level beneath The Narrows. In Ihe latter, basement 

1'1'0111 spreads I, 2, and 16. These interpretati,
would !lex upwards beneath the rhyolite to an eleva

were 1\1I1"er complicated hy an extremely compl
tion of about 600 m beneath The Narrows. velocity distrihution overlying basement as seen 

RR 2 penetrated 407 m 01 basemenl, which com
Figurc 5. The interpretations shoW an cast-dipp~ 

pares with the wavelength transmitted through that 

dulating bascment horizon with no indication of a 
gil' large fault. Because of uncertainties intro

uced by the shallow velocity distribution, the base
lenl in section C-C' is not shown as undulating, but 

.imply as a straight dashed line. Once again a series 
-fsmall faults superimposed on this dashed line would 

,I be inconsistent with the seismic interpretations. 
Velocity sections 13-13' and C-C' show a 3.4 to 

.6-km/see layer at a depth of 400-600 m. Velocities
 
this range were not interpreted in type sections I,
 

o or II, although sonic logs from the deep wells do
 
,w that in the 300 m interval immediately over

,_,ing basement, a considerable portion of the Salt 
,take formation sediments do have velocities in the 
;~.~3.8 km/sec range. The portion of the study area 
~aving veloeilies in the 3.4-3.6 km/sec range at 
~eplhs of roughly 600 m or less is designated as 
':lYpe section IIA (Figure 3). 

~'The rocks in type section IIA overlying the 3.4 to 
~.6-km/ sec layer have a velocity distribution gen
~~rally similar to that in type section II. This is parti
~ularly evident on velocity section 13-13' where there 
ilslittle if any change in the shallow sediments in 
passing from type section II to type section IIA. 

'elocity section C-C', on the other hand, is different 
m 13-13' because it shows the transition from the 
altered sediments of type section I to type section 
. Here the change is more dramatic than in sec

13-13', owing to the fact that the entire section 
ges velocity at on<.'c, rather than occurring only 

depths between 400-600 m. We note that the 
,nsition occurs very ncar the eastern edge of the 

'Bridge fault zone. 
:lSimilar to type section II, an additional property of 
',!)'pe section IIA is that its continuity of layering is 

,ken by long deep lOnes of low-velocity material, 

'er 1 km wide, which extend deep into the 3.4 to 
.•6 km/ sec layer. One of these is shown as the 
·:.km/sec zone ncar the center of section C-C'. Spread 
[l which is over 2.5 km long and approximately 
•	 lIels the Bridge fault zone (Figure I) lies entirely 

Ihis zone. Another such low-velocity zone was 
:teeled beneath spread 5 (Figure I). 

JThe 3.4 to 3.6-km/sec layers of type section IIA 
',ve not been drilled and therefore their composition 

..Iit only be inferred. They may be rhyolite nows, 

Dlilar to those in the Jim Sage Mountains. This 
~ibility was initially discountcd because the 3.4
'\3.6-km/ sec velocity. although acceptable for 

'olite !lows, is considcrably Icss than the 4.2- to 
lS·km/see velocity clearly idcntified with these 
"':ks both in The Narrows and the east end of spread 
.JHowever, recent interpretations (Mabey et ai, 
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FIG. 6. Velocity section 0-0'. Velocities arc in 
m/ sec and the vertical exaggeration is 1.3 times. 

197H) suggest that low angle faults due to sliding 
have displaced rhyolite tlows up to 3 km eastward 
from the Jim Sage Mountains. Thus, the 3.4- to 
3.6-km/ sec layer may represent rhyolite !lows, the 
reduced velocity being due to extensive fracluring 
related to sliding. The large zones of low-velocity 
material interpreted at several places within type 
section IIA may be due to rupturing also caused by 
sliding. 

An alternate hypothesis is that the 3.4 to 3.6-km/ 
see layers are not rhyolite nows, but instead, well 
indurated sediments of the Salt Lake formation 
similar to those identified from the sonic logs within 
300 m of basement. The problem then, as seen in 
section C-CO, is to explain the juxtaposition of 
3.4-km/sec Salt Lake fonnation sediments against 
2.1 to 3.0-km/sec sediments of the same formation; 
and similarly 3.6-km/sec sediments against 3,2-km/ 
sec sediments in section B-B'. High-angle faulting. 
at first glance, seems a likely mechanism because the 
eastern boundary of type section IlA in section C-C' 0 

coincides with the geologically mapped Bridge fault 
zone (Figure 3). However, faulting as the sole 

mechanism must be discounted because it would 
require roughly 700 m of vertical displacement to 
produce the effect seen in section C-C', and the 
scismic data interpretations do not permit large base
ment displacements. Hence, it is suggested once again 
that a contributing factor to the increased velocity 
may be hydrothermal alteration; specifically, Ihat 
the processes which have cemented, solidified, and 
altered the rocks at depths of over 1100 m in the 
deepest portion of the Raft River basin, have operated 

at significantly shallower depths in the area of type 
section !lA. 

Figure 6 shows velocity section 0-0', inlerpreted 
from spread 4 recorded at the far northwestern edge 
of the study area. Magnetic data indicate that the 
east end of this section is underlain by shallow 
volcanic flows. The initial gravity interpretations 
suggested shallow pre-Tertiary basement rocks . 
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is mass '01" relatively impenncable rocks should	 -.......
overlying h<lsement and that actual basement displace
nd to form a seal, ",rcing the further escape of 

menl in the fault zone is less severe than indicated. 
water to Ihe surface out along its perimeter. One 
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Because a shallow hasement was assumed, this spread 
was recorded withoul offset shotpoints. The interpre
tation shows that thc eastern half of section D-D' is 
underlain at about 120 m depth by 4.5-km/sec rocks 
which terrninatc wcstward. They are assullled to be 
rhyolite neeause of their magnetic signature. Base
ment velocities were not interpreted from thcse data. 
Nevertheless, considering the high velocities of the 
rhyolite and the other near-surface sediments, base
ment could be as shallow as 600 m and not have 
been detected. 

DISCUSSION 

Three deep exploration wells in the Raft River 
geothermal area have penetrated a large productive 
reservoir containing 149°C water within the sedi
ments of the Salt Lake formation immediately over
lying basement. The initial deep well was drilled at 
the intersection of two inferred structures; one a 
north-trending normal fault and the other a northeast
trending lineament thought to be a shear zone. 

Interpretations of the seismic refraction data do not 
reveal large hasement faults. Faults with 50 m or less 
of vertical displacement could have been missed 
because of scatter in the data and a complc~ vclocity 
distribution. 

Thc interpretations do show a bascmcnt whose 
velocity varies latcrally bctween 5.5 and 6.5 km/sec. 
The lower velocities in this range may reflect zones 
with fracture porosity and associated small faults. 
II is suggested that the necessary deep convection is 
through zones of this type rather than along any single 
major fault. 

Interprelalion of the data from ahove basement 
reveals a sedimentary section with a systematic 
lateral variation in velocity. Thus the sediments of 
the entire study area can be conveniently divided into 
four sub-areas which have been labeled type sections 
I, T, II, and IlA (Figure 3). The geology producing 
these velocity variations is not clear. Correlation 
with drill holes suggest that zones of higher velocity 
are the result of induration caused by interaction of 
sediments with hydrothcnnal fluids. Such a simple 
relalionship is certainly complicated by factors sug
gested by olhers, such as low-angle gravity faults 
with associated rupturing and defonnation of sedi
mentary beds, and by higb·angle norm,,1 faults. 

The velocities of the sediments within type scetion 
I are relatively low (Figurc 2), and indicate uneon
solidaled near-surface sediments which gradu<llly 
become indurated with depth. At roughly 800 m 
depth, velocities reach 3.0 km/sec, suggesting in
durated rock which may be porous. 

Type section T marks a ·transition zone betweenj, 
type section I and type seelions II and I1A. Type 
section II has near-surface velocities generally vary~1 

ing hetween 2.5 and 3.0 klll/scc which also increase 
with depth (Figure 2), Velocities in litis range are 
not cncountercd in type section I until depths of 
400 to 800 nl. Intemlcdiate depth drilling suggests! 
that sediments with these velocities are hydrother·' 
mally altered. Deep pockets of lower velocity sedi1' 
ments and highly attcnuated first arrivals in places' 
suggcst that the rock properties in this type section 
may be highly variable. A contributing factor to this; 
variability could be a nonuniform alteration process~ 

The distinguishing difference between type: 
section JI and JlA occurs at a 400-600 m depth, wherJ 
the rocks in typc section IIA undcrgo a rapid increast 
in velocity to about 3.5 km/scc. Above this depth th~, 
velocily distrihu/ions arc similar. The entire section: 
is broken in several places by kilometer-wide zone( 
of low velocity (approximately 2 kill/sec) material, 
which extend far into the 3.5-km/sec layer. Tli 
3.5-km/sec layer has not hcen idcntified hy drilling 
It may be a fraclurcd rhyolite flow. displaced severa! 
kilometers from ncar the Jim Sagc Mountains by\ 
gravity sliding. In this case, thc low-velocity rna; 
terials may reprcsent ruptured zones relaled to slidingl 
On the other hand, thc 3.5-km/scc layer may repre;j 
sent well indurated, sedimentary beds of the Sal' 
Lilke fonnation. of about the same density as 
found just ahove basement in the deep exploration" 
wells. The low velocity zones then would represen: 
gross lateral variations in density, possihly relall 
to nonuniform hydrothenn<,1 alteration. 

Assuming Ihat hydrolhermal a/leralion is an im. 
poriant contributing factor to the higher velociti 
of the sediments witbin type seclion II and IIA, t . 
areal extent of tltese type sections (Figure 3) infe 
that the sediments within a large pmi of the stud 
area have been hydrothermally altered. This suggesl 
Widespread near-surface geothennal activities in l~ 

geologic past. Today this shallow activity is man! 
fested principally through two shallow wells, Id 
thall 2 kill apart, which produce hoiling water. The~ 
arc not located deep within lhe area of inferred altered, 
sediments, hut instead near its edge, along the hound! 
ary between the type section T and typc sections I' 
'md IIA. 

The prescnce of shallow hot wclls ncar the edge 
an altered zonc, rather than in ils interior, might 
expected. Geothernwl activily in the Raft River af 
m"y have incrcased the seismic velocity of alar; 
mass of sedimentary rocks, implying an overall il" 
crease in their density 'md a decrease in their porosi ' 


